Introduction
The problem of legal policy is especially topical nowadays. Legal policy is being researched at the level of general theory, developing in the projects of its conceptions in various branches of law. Wellplanned legal policy in the modern society will ensure effectiveness and perfection of the legal system, orderliness of regulation by law relations.
Legal policy is a theoretically grounded, progressive and system activity of the governmental bodies and institutes of civil society on establishment of an effective mechanism of legal regulation, civilized use of legal means to achieve such legal aims as complete insurance of human rights, formation of the legal statehood and high level of legal life of the society and individuals 1 .
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At the same time we should note the appropriate legal means to achieve the outlined legal aims.
Legal means for achieving legal policy objectives
Means of legal policy: the instruments and actions used to achieve the aims and objectives of legal policy for the real implementation of the strategic legal ideas. Legal policy means are dependent on the purposes, high-priority objectives and are aimed at ensuring the stated objectives and priorities. Various instruments (establishments) and actions (technologies), which help to achieve ideals of legal policy, appear as the legal means. 
Legal policy instruments

